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ROME CSIO PIAZZA DI SIENA: THE NATIONS COMPETING AND THE PROGRAMME 

Expectations are rising for the 88th edition of the Rome CSIO in Piazza di Siena programmed this year for 
May 26-30. The show’s Organising Committee – consisting of the Italian Equestrian Sports Federation with 
Sport e Salute and the Italian National Olympic Committee (CONI) - has for some time been working 
hard, while respecting current government regulations, to guarantee a top level event that will bring the very 
best of the global show jumping world to the oval arena in Villa Borghese. 

 

 

The programme for this event has already been approved with the CSIO as the highlight event alongside 
national classes and the Polo Italia Polo Challenge Tournament and well as the ever-present Caroselli as a 
finishing touch. 

There will be no stands this year and therefore no tickets sold as the show will be held behind closed doors. 
Broad television coverage by RAI 2 and RAI Sport HD, fulltime streaming of classes in both Piazza di Siena and 
the Galoppatoio as well as activity on social networks, that this year will be full of new elements all to be 
discovered, will guarantee great excitement also for those unable to watch the show in person. 

CLICK HERE to see the whole programme 
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THE TEAMS COMPETING IN THE NATIONS CUP 

There are twelve teams registered with the Rome CSIO in Piazza di Siena to compete in the prestigious 
Intesa Sanpaolo Nations Cup on Friday May 28th. 

Seven of these teams are European (Belgium, the Czech Republic, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy and Sweden) 
four coming from the other side of theocean (Brazil, Japan, Mexico and the U.S.A.) and one, Egypt, from the 
Middle East. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Japan and Mexico have not been to Piazza di Siena with a Nations Cup team respectively for 21 and 53 (!) 
years, while the Czech Republic, with the exception of its four riders competing in 1930 for what was then 
Czechoslovakia, has not competed here before. 

The final list of riders including nations competing only at as individuals, will be available after the final 
deadline on Thursday May 6th. 
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THE PROGRAMME FOR THE INTERNATIONAL CLASSES 

There will be four days of competitions in two different arenas – the Piazza di Siena oval and the arena at the 
Galoppatoio di Villa Borghese – hosting ten classes with courses designed by the show’s world-famous chef de 
piste Uliano Vezzani, and above all total prizemoney amounting to 800,000 euros. This is the top level 
sports programme for the 88th Rome CSIO in 
Piazza di Siena.  

The show begins on Thursday May 27th with 
the DeNiroBoot Prize at the Galoppatoio di 
Villa Borghese. The class opening the 2021 
CSIO (starting at 10:30 am with 5,000 € in 
prizemoney) is a speed class over a 1.45m 
track. 

The show then moves to the grass arena in 
Piazza di Siena (at 1.15 pm) with a 
competition in two phases (h.1.50; 
prizemoney 12,000 €) followed at 4:00 pm by 
the Land Rover Prize, a class against the 
clock with jumps at 1.55m. The prizemoney for this class, which is the most important of the day, is 26,000€. 

Friday is the day of the prestigious Intesa Sanpaolo Nations Cup. At 2:30 pm on the dot the first rider of the 
twelve teams competing will enter the oval at Piazza di Siena. This is a class over two rounds with prizemoney 
amounting to 200,000€.  

Before the Nations Cup is held the Piazza di Siena oval will host the MAG Prize, a class against the clock (at 
10:45 am - h.1.55m - 26,000 €) and at the start of the day (hosted at the sand arena at the Galoppatoio di Villa 
Borghese), the Safe Riding Prize in two phases (8:00 am - h.1.45m - 6,000 €) 

The programme for Saturday May 29th, held entirely in Piazza di Siena, is also rich in prizemoney and will have a 
high technical-sporting profile. After an exciting accumulator with jolly class - KEP Italia Prize (9:30 am - 
h.1.50m - 10,000 €) the ENI Small Grand Prix will be held (12:00 am). This class, a testing Table A class 
with jumps measuring 1.60m has prizemoney amounting to 95,000 € and the day will end with the spectacular 
Loro Piana Six Bars (starting at 6:00 pm - 20,000 €). 

The grand finale will take place on Sunday May 30th. On the final day of the 88th edition of the Rome CSIO at 
Piazza di Siena, focus will be entirely on the prestigious and rich (400,000 €) Rolex Grand Prix Rome (1:00 
pm). It is a class over two rounds with jumps at 1.60 metres which will end giving us the name of the winner of 
what is one of the most coveted Grands Prix in the world. 
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MARZIANI, MARTINENGO MARQUET, BROTTO: A PODIUM WORTH PIAZZA DI SIENA 

Italy’s Show Jumping Champion for 2021 is Luca Marziani and with silver medallist Giulia Martinengo 
Marquet and bronze medallist Fabio Brotto, they are the first three Italians guaranteed to represent Italy in 
the Rome CSIO in Piazza di Siena. The DeNiroBootCo Senior Italian Show Jumping Championships were held at 
Le Siepi in Cervia and also allocated three 'passes' for the coming appointment at the historical Roman 
international show to be held from May 26th to May 30th. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is Luca Marziani’s second Italian title after his win in 2019. “It’s a different kind of feeling - said the Italian 
rider - compared to how I felt two years ago when I won with Tokyo du Soleil. I felt under pressure then 
because I was the favourite. This time, riding Lightning, things were different even if winning wasn’t totally 
unexpected.I have believed in this horse’s potential from the very beginning and I am sure there is still room 
for improvement and above all that he will play his part in being useful to Italy also as a team member in view 
of our coming commitments, especially Piazza di Siena!". 

Marziani will therefore be riding in the Piazza di Siena CSIO for the seventh time and the fourth time in a row. 

2021 marks Giulia Martinengo Marquet’s fourteenth time riding for Italy in the Roman show (the seventh in a 
row) after finishing second at Le Siepi riding Elzas. Fabio Brotto is competing in the CSIO for the seventh time 
and for the third time riding Vanità delle Roane, a horse bred at the family stud, and his return to Piazza di 
Siena after last being selected in 2014. 


